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Development of novel sensors for the detection of lead ions (Pb²⁺) has attracted increasing interest due to their inherent toxic effects on human health and the environment. In this study, we describe two new polydiacetylene (PDA)-based liposome sensors for the colorimetric and fluorometric recognition of Pb²⁺ in aqueous solution. In the sensor system, a thymine-1-acetic acid (TAA) or orotic acid (OA) group was reasonably introduced into the diacetylene monomer to work as a strong binding site for Pb²⁺. The TAA- or OA-functionalized monomer and 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid (PCDA) were incorporated into PDA liposomes in aqueous solution. After UV light-induced polymerization, deep blue colored liposome solutions were obtained. Upon the addition of a series of transition metal cations into the liposome solutions, only Pb²⁺ could induce a color change from blue to red observable by the naked eye and a large fluorescence enhancement. The results clearly showed that the PDA–EDEA–TAA and PDA–EDEA–OA liposomes could act as highly selective and sensitive probes to detect Pb²⁺ in aqueous solution. The detection limits of PDA–EDEA–TAA and PDA–EDEA–OA systems are 38 nM and 25 nM, respectively. The excellent selectivity of PDA liposomes could be attributed to the stronger complexation behavior of Pb²⁺ with TAA (or OA) and the carboxylic acid at the lipid–solution interface which could perturb the PDA conjugated backbone. In addition, the proposed sensors were successfully applied to detect trace amounts of Pb²⁺ in real water samples with excellent recovery, indicating that the developed method had a good accuracy and precision for the analysis of trace Pb²⁺ in practical samples.

1 Introduction

Environmental pollutants such as heavy metals have had a dramatic impact on ecosystems over the past few centuries. Among the various heavy metal ions, lead ions (Pb²⁺) in particular remain one of the most important targets, and have inherent toxic effects on human health and the environment. It is reported that even a very small amount of Pb²⁺ exposure can cause memory loss, muscle paralysis, anemia and intellectual disability. However, lead can be easily encountered in the environment due to its use in gasoline, batteries, pigments, etc. In 2011, the World Health Organization established guidelines for drinking water quality with a provisional guideline value of 10 μg L⁻¹. At present, the most typical detection methods of trace Pb²⁺ are mainly focused on the atomic absorption spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry and electrochemical techniques. These traditional methods can be used to analyze the total content of Pb²⁺ with high sensitivity. However, the requirements of expensive cumbersome instruments, extensive pretreatment of samples and skilled professionals limit their application for rapid detection and in situ analysis. To overcome the above limitations, quite a number of fluorescent chemosensors based on DNAzyme, proteins, polymers, nanoparticles, peptides and small molecules have been developed for Pb²⁺ detection over the last few decades. Although some of the sensors such as DNAzyme, protein-, and peptide-based sensors displayed high sensitivity and selectivity in aqueous solutions, their complicated process and relative instability always prevent their practical applications. Therefore, the development of sensitive and convenient methods for Pb²⁺ detection in aqueous solution is still a challenge and of great interest.

Polydiacetylenes (PDAs), a representative class of conjugated polymers, have been extensively investigated and utilized as intriguing materials for sensing applications due to their sensitive colorimetric/fluorescent dual detection capabilities. Diacetylene monomers can easily self-assemble in an aqueous medium to form liposomal structures that can be photopolymerized to generate PDA with a blue color (absorption λmax at 640 nm). Upon exposure to external stimuli, the absorption λmax of PDA shifts from 640 nm (blue phase) to 540 nm (red phase). Interestingly, the triggered red phase of PDA is also weakly fluorescent, so PDA can provide dual...
signaling capability. The stimulus-induced intense blue-to-red transition and fluorescence enhancement of the PDAs have led to the development of various chemosensors.\textsuperscript{28} The dual signal generation is mainly attributed to the interfacial perturbation of PDAs caused by external stimuli, which can subsequently induce a conformational change of the PDA conjugated backbone. To date, a variety of PDA-based sensors have been developed for chemical, biological and environmental analytes such as virus,\textsuperscript{29} DNAs,\textsuperscript{30} enzymes,\textsuperscript{31–35} proteins,\textsuperscript{36,37} metal ions,\textsuperscript{38–41} surfactants\textsuperscript{42–44} and organic solvents.\textsuperscript{45,46} In addition, a few examples of PDA-based colorimetric sensors for Pb\textsuperscript{2+} detection have also been reported (Fig. 1).\textsuperscript{47–53} Certainly, naked-eye detection is the simplest process that can be applied for environmental purposes.

With the aim to develop more efficient PDA-based sensors for Pb\textsuperscript{2+} recognition, herein we first designed and synthesized thymine-1-acetic acid- and orotic acid-functionalized diacetylene monomers PCDA–EDEA–TAA and PCDA–EDEA–OA since the carbonyl group in thymine-1-acetic acid or orotic acid possesses high complexing power toward Pb\textsuperscript{2+} (Scheme 1)\textsuperscript{54} The binding constants of PDA–EDEA–TAA for various metal ions were calculated according to previously reported methods and shown in Table S1.\textsuperscript{55,56} By co-assembly of PCDA–EDEA–TAA (or PCDA–EDEA–OA) and 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid (PCDA), two new PDA-based liposome chemosensors for colorimetric and fluorometric detection of Pb\textsuperscript{2+} were obtained. Upon the addition of various metal ions into the liposome solutions, only Pb\textsuperscript{2+}
could cause a distinct color change from blue to red observable by naked eye and a dramatic fluorescence enhancement, which clearly showed that PDA–EDEA–TAA and PDA–EDEA–OA liposomes possessed excellent selectivity and high sensitivity. The current work may offer new method for Pb^{2+} recognition in a more efficient manner.

2 Results and discussion

2.1 Optimization of PDA liposome components

To obtain effective PDA liposome sensors for Pb^{2+} detection, it is desirable to investigate the optimal PDA liposome components since the monomer compositions in the liposome can significantly affect its recognition and sensing behavior. A series of PDA liposome solutions were prepared by using different mole ratios of PCDA–EDEA–TAA (or PCDA–EDEA–OA) and PCDA. After photoinduced polymerization under 254 nm UV light, blue colored suspensions were obtained. The colorimetric responses of each kind of PDA liposomes in the presence of different concentrations of Pb^{2+} were then examined (Fig. 2).

It can be seen that PDA liposomes prepared from PCDA–EDEA–TAA (or PCDA–EDEA–OA) and PCDA with different mole ratios displayed different color responses to Pb^{2+}. Among them, PDA liposomes prepared with a 1 : 9 mole ratio of PCDA–EDEA–TAA (or PCDA–EDEA–OA) and PCDA showed the most distinct color changes from blue to red in the presence of 100 μM Pb^{2+} (Fig. 2a and b). Color changes of PDA liposomes prepared from PCDA–EDEA–TAA and PCDA (mole ratio, 1 : 9) became more apparent with the increased concentrations of Pb^{2+} (0–100 μM) (Fig. 2c). A discernible color change from blue to purple was observed when 20 μM of Pb^{2+} was added, indicating the potential application of PDA liposomes for Pb^{2+} recognition in the naked-eye.

The colorimetric response values (CR, %) calculated using the UV-vis absorbance spectroscopic data were about 60% (PCDA–EDEA–TAA) and 32% (PCDA–EDEA–OA) when 100 μM Pb^{2+} was added respectively (Fig. 3). With the increase of the monomer component PCDA–EDEA–TAA (or PCDA–EDEA–OA) in the liposomes, the color responses of PDA liposomes to Pb^{2+} gradually decreased. When the mole ratio of PCDA–EDEA–TAA (or PCDA–EDEA–OA) to PCDA reached 5 : 5, the PDA liposomes exhibited little color change, even after 100 μM of Pb^{2+} was added (CR, ~4%). PDA liposomes derived from pure PCDA was also investigated and slight color changes were displayed (CR, ~5%). These results demonstrate that both the carboxylic acid groups and thymine-1-acetic acid (or orotic acid) groups are essential for the colorimetric detection of Pb^{2+}, and the mole ratio of carboxyl acid group to thymine-1-acetic acid (or orotic acid) group on the surface of PDA liposomes plays a key role in the recognition of Pb^{2+}. It is desirable to note that a suitable local “micro-environment” produced by the two groups is important for the detection of Pb^{2+}. In view of the color change results, PDA liposomes prepared from 1 : 9 mole ratio of PCDA–EDEA–TAA and PCDA (mole ratio, 1 : 9) became more apparent with the increased concentrations of Pb^{2+} (0–100 μM) (Fig. 2c).
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**Fig. 2** Color changes of PDA liposomes prepared from (a) PCDA–EDEA–TAA and PCDA, (b) PCDA–EDEA–OA and PCDA in different mole ratios (5 : 5, 4 : 6, 3 : 7, 2 : 8, 1 : 9, 0 : 10) before and after the addition of 100 μM Pb^{2+}. (c) Color changes of PDA liposomes prepared from PCDA–EDEA–TAA and PCDA (1 : 9) in the presence of different concentrations of Pb^{2+} (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100 μM).
TAA (or PCDA–EDEA–OA) to PCDA (denoted as PDA–EDEA–TAA or PDA–EDEA–OA) was chosen as the optimal detection system for further investigation on Pb²⁺ detection.

2.2 The mechanism of PDA liposomes for Pb²⁺

To gain insight into the detection mechanism of PDA–EDEA–TAA liposomes for Pb²⁺, the size changes of PDA–EDEA–TAA liposomes were investigated by using the dynamic light scattering (DLS) method. Prior to being irradiated with UV light, the liposome particles exhibited an average size of 122 nm (Fig. S4a†). The size of the liposome contracted to 91 nm after 254 nm UV light treatment because the polymerization of the diacetylene monomers could make the lipid molecules compact (Fig. S4b†). The size of PDA–EDEA–TAA liposomes increased to 955 nm in the presence of 100 μM Pb²⁺ (Fig. S4c†). Morphological studies by using the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) also showed that only Pb²⁺ or PDA–EDEA–TAA liposomes were almost spherical and well separated (Fig. 4a and b). However, the addition of 100 μM Pb²⁺ induced extensive aggregation of liposomes (Fig. 4c). These phenomena confirmed the strong complexation of Pb²⁺ with both carboxyl group and thymine-1-acetic acid groups, which further resulted in the aggregation of PDA–EDEA–TAA liposomes. These intermolecular and intramolecular interactions were believed to produce the interfacial perturbations of the PDA and subsequently resulted in the conformational changes of PDA conjugated backbone. The resulting color change and fluorescence transition can be used for naked-eye detection of Pb²⁺.

An in situ ¹H-NMR spectroscopy was also performed to further verify the intense complexation of Pb²⁺ with carboxyl and thymine-1-acetic acid groups. As shown in Fig. S5,† the bottom blue NMR spectrum was a mixture of PCDA and PCDA–EDEA–TAA in a 9 : 1 mole ratio, and the peaks at 11.97 and 11.27 ppm were the characteristic resonance signals of –COOH and –NH, respectively. The top red NMR spectrum was the mixture after adding 100 μM Pb²⁺ for 5 min. As can be seen from the spectra, the resonances of the –COOH and –NH protons were easily observed before the addition of Pb²⁺. However, after the addition of Pb²⁺ for 5 min, the resonance peaks at 11.97 and 11.27 ppm were completely disappeared. All the above results demonstrated that Pb²⁺ could form complexes with carboxyl and thymine-1-acetic acid groups, as depicted in Scheme 1.
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**Fig. 4** TEM micrographs of (a) only Pb²⁺, and PDA–EDEA–TAA liposomes: (b) before and (c) after addition of 100 μM Pb²⁺. Scale bar is 100 nm.
2.3 Detection of Pb²⁺ using PDA–EDEA–TAA (or PDA–EDEA–OA) liposomes in aqueous solution

After obtaining the optimal detection system, we then evaluated the optical spectral changes of PDA–EDEA–TAA (or PDA–EDEA–OA) liposomes in the presence of different concentrations of Pb²⁺ (0–100 μM) at a given concentration (100 μM). As displayed in Fig. 5a and S7a, the addition of increasing amount of Pb²⁺ resulted in a dramatically decrease of absorption intensity at 640 nm, accompanied by a simultaneous increase of a new absorption band at 550 nm, indicating this system demonstrated a typical blue-to-red transition of the PDA sensors. Notably, when the concentration of Pb²⁺ was greater than 50 μM, PDA liposomes showed a slight color transition and only a negligible absorbance change was observed, suggesting that the binding sites on the surface of PDA liposomes were saturated by the formation of Pb²⁺ complexes. In addition, the color response was quite fast, the CR value reached, approximately, 36.4% within 2 min, and the color obviously changed which could be easily observed via naked-eye. As the time increased, the CR value increased, gaining its maximum within 25 min (Fig. S6†). The linear relationships were observed between CR values and the concentration of Pb²⁺ in the range of 0 to 20 μM, with \( R^2 = 0.9933 \) and \( R^2 = 0.9929 \) (Fig. 5b and S7b, inset†). The maximal CR values (≈63% or ≈50%) were gained after adding 50 μM of Pb²⁺, and the CR values almost remained constant when the concentration of Pb²⁺ was over 50 μM (Fig. 5b and S7b†). These results are consistent with the observation of color and spectral changes mentioned above, which further indicated the saturation of PDA–EDEA–TAA (or PDA–EDEA–OA) liposomes by Pb²⁺. The detection of Pb²⁺ using the PDA–EDEA–TAA (or PDA–EDEA–OA) liposomes was also evaluated by fluorescence spectroscopy as the blue-to-red transition of PDA is usually accompanied by fluorescence enhancement. As expected, the fluorescence intensity was gradually increased as the concentration of Pb²⁺ increased (Fig. 5c or S7c†). A linear correlation \( (R^2 = 0.9935 \text{ or } 0.9923) \) was also obtained with the concentration of Pb²⁺ in the range of 0 to 20 μM (Fig. 5d and S7d, inset†). By monitoring the emission change with different concentrations of Pb²⁺ using 100 μM blue PADs, the calculated detection limits were 38 nM (PDA–EDEA–TAA) and 25 nM (PDA–EDEA–OA), respectively.

2.4 Selectivity of PDA–EDEA–TAA (or PDA–EDEA–OA) liposomes

To investigate the selectivity of PDA–EDEA–TAA and PDA–EDEA–OA liposomes for Pb²⁺, other metal ions including Na⁺, K⁺, Mg²⁺,
Al^{3+}, Ag^{+}, Cu^{2+}, Ba^{2+}, Co^{3+}, Cr^{3+}, Fe^{3+}, Hg^{2+}, Ca^{2+}, Zn^{2+}, Cd^{2+} and Mn^{2+} were chosen to introduce into the PDA–EDEA–TAA or PDA–EDEA–OA liposomes. The UV-vis absorption spectra and corresponding color changes in the presence of various metal ions (100 μM) were distinctly shown in Fig. 6a, c, S8a and c. It can be seen that only Pb^{2+} could cause a significant spectral change accompanied by an obvious color change. Other metal ions almost caused no spectral and color changes in PDA–EDEA–TAA or PDA–EDEA–OA liposomes. It is worth noting that PDA–EDEA–TAA and PDA–EDEA–OA liposomes showed slight color and spectral changes in the presence of Hg^{2+} and Cd^{2+}, respectively. However, the color responses of Hg^{2+} and Cd^{2+} were quite mild compared with Pb^{2+}. As control experiments, we also studied the color changes of the PDA liposomes prepared from pure PCDA to these metal ions. However, no significant color changes were observed (Fig. 7c and S9c†). Such observations indicate that the excellent selectivity of PDA–EDEA–TAA or PDA–EDEA–OA liposomes for Pb^{2+} may be plausibly ascribed to the strong interactions of Pb^{2+} with the thymine-1-acetic acid (or orotic acid) and the carboxylate carbonyl groups of the adjacent PCDA-acid moiety. The addition of Pb^{2+} might disturb the backbone of the PDA polymer, allowing the release of the strain energy imposed on the alkyl side chains generated during polymerization. The release of the side chain strain might cause partial distortion of the arrayed p-orbitals, which can lead to the observed change in optical properties.† To further verify the selectivities of PDA–EDEA–TAA or PDA–EDEA–OA liposomes for Pb^{2+}, interference experiments were also performed by adding Pb^{2+} into these metal ion-containing solutions and their CR values were calculated (Fig. 7b and S9b†). Relatively low CR values (0–8%) were obtained in the presence of other metal ions. However, the CR values of the mixed suspensions were enhanced after the addition of Pb^{2+} with a clear color change from blue to red. In addition, the selectivity was expressed quantitatively by the selectivity coefficient, as shown in Table S2.† The selectivity coefficient was the ratio of the slope of given metal ions to the slope of Pb^{2+}, and the selectivity coefficients were found in the range of 0.3–15%. These results indicate that the presented PDA–EDEA–TAA and PDA–EDEA–OA liposomes could act as sensitive and selective colorimetric sensors to detect Pb^{2+} with no or little interference from other competitive metal ions.

2.5 Determination of Pb^{2+} content in actual water samples
To further investigate the applicability of the probes, PDA–EDEA–TAA and PDA–EDEA–OA were used to detect Pb^{2+} in real samples. The water samples were collected from a tap in the laboratory at Northwest A&F University. They were used without further purification after sitting for 12 h and were divided into two groups. The recovery experiments were conducted by standard addition methods. All real samples were first spiked with different concentrations of Pb^{2+}, and then precisely detected with the probe PDA–EDEA–TAA or PDA–EDEA–OA (100 μM). As the obtained results listed in Table 1, the recoveries for the method were found in the range of 101.3–103.6%, with the
relative standard deviations (RSD) ranging from 2% to 3% and the relative errors being of 1.3% to 3.6%, a good agreement was obtained between the added and measured of spiked samples, revealing no influence of tape water matrix on the sensitivity of the Pb$^{2+}$ analysis.

### 3 Conclusions

In summary, we have developed two new efficient PDA-based chemosensor systems for the detection of Pb$^{2+}$ in aqueous solution. Among the various metal ions, PDA–EDEA–TAA and PDA–EDEA–OA displayed a selective colorimetric change from blue to red, as well as fluorescence enhancement. Most importantly, a clear color change could be easily observed via naked-eye in the presence of 20 μM Pb$^{2+}$. The detection limits of PDA–EDEA–TAA and PDA–EDEA–OA systems are 38 nM and 25 nM, respectively. Importantly, the two probes were used to trace amounts of Pb$^{2+}$ in real water samples with good recoveries and less the relative standard deviations, indicating that the developed method had a good sensitivity and precision in real tape water matrix and can be further used for the analysis of trace Pb$^{2+}$ in practical samples.

### 4 Experimental

#### 4.1 Chemicals and instrumentation

The chemicals and instrumentation used in this study can be found in the ESL.
4.2 Synthesis of PCDA derivatives PCDA–EDEA–TA and PCDA–EDEA–OA

The diacetylene monomers PCDA–EDEA–TA and PCDA–EDEA–OA were synthesized through a typical procedure as shown in Scheme S1.† 10,12-Pentacosadiynoic acid (PCDA) was reacted with N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) in the presence of 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC·HCl), followed by reaction with 2,2′-(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylene) (EDEA) in anhydrous CH₂Cl₂ at room temperature, afforded PCDA derivative PCDA–EDEA with 78.4% yield. Then, PCDA–EDEA was reacted with thymine-1-acetic acid (TAA) or orotic acid (OA) in the presence of EDC·HCl and NHS in the solvent of N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) respectively, to give the desired diacetylene monomers PCDA–EDEA–TA and PCDA–EDEA–OA as white solids. Experimental details and characterization are provided in the ESI.†

4.3 Preparation of PDA liposomes

The PDA liposomes used in this study were achieved following the probe sonication method.35 In short, a mixture of PCDA–EDEA–TA (or PCDA–EDEA–OA) and PCDA with different mole ratios (5 : 5, 4 : 6, 3 : 7, 2 : 8, 1 : 9, 0 : 10) was dissolved in 1 mL of chloroform. Then, the organic solvent was completely removed under nitrogen gas and an appropriate amount of ultrapurified water was subsequently added to give a total lipid concentration of 1 mM. The resulting mixture was sonicated for 30 min at 80 °C to afford a transparent or translucent solution. The formed liposome solution was cooled and stored at 4 °C for at least 6 h. The composite vesicles were converted into a deep-blue solution upon UV irradiation for 15–20 min at room temperature. The obtained PDA liposome solutions could be stored at 4 °C for one week without forming a precipitation. Pure polymerized PCDA (PDA) vesicles were prepared following a similar process.

4.4 Characterization of PDA liposomes

The morphology of PDA liposomes prepared from PCDA–EDEA–TA and PCDA (mole ratio, 1 : 9) before or after the addition of 100 μM Pb²⁺ was characterized by using a transmission electron microscope (TEM). For the typical experiment, a drop of the freshly prepared sample was dropped onto a carbon-supported copper grid and dried gradually at room temperature before observation. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) particle size distribution of PCDA–EDEA–TA liposomes in HEPHS before and after UV irradiation, or in the presence of 100 μM of Pb²⁺ was determined with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments Co, UK). The liposome solutions were measured at room temperature and each diameter value was an average result of continuous measurements in a 5 min period. At least, three measurements were performed for each solution. The particle size distribution was related to the scattered light intensity.57

4.5 Detection of Pb²⁺ using PDA liposomes

The typical experiment of Pb²⁺ detection was according to our previous method.24 To evaluate the color change of the PDA liposomes, the colorimetric response (CR, %) was employed to determine the extent of color transition.36,51,52 The formula is defined as follows:

\[
CR = \frac{[(Pb_0 - Pb_1)/Pb_0] \times 100%}
\]

where Pb = A_blue/(A_blue + A_red). A_blue and A_red represent the absorbance either at the “blue” component in the UV-vis spectrum (640 nm) or at the “red” component (550 nm). Pb₀ is the ratio of the absorbance at 640 nm to that at 550 nm in the absence of Pb²⁺, while Pb₁ is the ratio of the absorbance at 640 nm to that at 550 nm after addition of different concentrations of Pb²⁺.

4.6 Detection of Pb²⁺ in real samples

The real samples were collected from the tap in the laboratory at Northwest A&F University, Yangling, Shaanxi. They were used without further purification after sitting for 12 h and were divided into two groups. One group was pretreated with different concentrations of Pb²⁺ as the experiment group (spiked) and the other group, without any pretreatment, was the control (unspiked). The method of processing samples follows references.30,60
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